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CASE LOGIC NOTION 
14" LAPTOP BACKPACK 
NOTIBP114

Premium laptop backpack with a compact footprint and 
clever organization for life on the go.

1. Store a 14" laptop in the elevated sleeve padded with EVA 
Impact Foam for extra protection

2. Keep a tablet, files or papers separate in the structured  
slip pocket

3. Integrated organization in the main compartment with 
multiple storage options for small electronics, cords, 
accessories, business cards and keys

4. Soft jersey-lined handle, thickly padded shoulder straps and 
a quilted airmesh backpanel provide a comfortable carry

5. Quick access zippered pocket at the front of the bag 
provides convenient storage for small items while on the go

6. Durable 1680 denier polyester, modern twill accent material 
and PU trim combine for a stylish bag

7. Light colored interior lining provides visibility and easy 
access to contents

8. Attach to rolling luggage with the pass through strap

9. Quick access mesh side pockets keeps water bottles and 
other items within reach

MODEL NUMBER UPC / EAN CODE COLOR

3204200 085854246828   Black

REPLACES AVAILABLE (EU) AVAILABLE (APAC)
New 12/20/19 12/1/19

EXTERNAL PRODUCT DIMS (L x D x H) CATEGORY
11.8 x 7.87 x 16.9 in 30.0 x 20.0 x 43.0 cm BACKPACKS

INTERNAL PRODUCT DIMS (L x D x H)
13.7 x 0.7 x 9.6 in 34.8 X 1.9 X 24.3 cm

PACKAGING DIMS (L x D x H) PACKAGING TYPE
13.7 x 1.0 x 11.4 in 34.8 x 2.5 x 24.3 cm Hangtag

PRODUCT WEIGHT PRODUCT VOLUME PRODUCT MATERIALS
1.34 lb / 0.61 kg 1037 cu in / 17 L Nylon

MASTER CARTON QTY MASTER CARTON WEIGHT
2 3.59 lbs 1.63 kg

MASTER CARTON DIMS (L x D x H)
18.0 x 12.5 x 6.9 in 45.8 x 31.8 x 17.6 cm

MASTER CARTON VOLUME POLY BAG
0.9052 cu ft 0.0256 cbm Single

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN WARRANTY CONTENTS
Vietnam 25 Years 1 Backpack
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